
SCIENTIFIC
METHODS THAT
TAKE YOUR FOCUS
TO A "DEEPER" LEVEL



SO WHAT IS DEEP
WORK?

“Deep work” was first coined by Cal
Newport, a computer science
professor at Georgetown University,
in a 2012 blog post.

PRODUCTIVITY
= DEEP WORK



BEING ABLE TO STAY
FOCUSED ON YOUR MOST
IMPORTANT AND DEMANDING
TASKS. 

DEEP WORK IS...

 



START BY FOLLOWING
IMPLEMETING THIS
SCIENTIFIC BREAKDOWN TO
PRODUCTIVITY.

HOW CAN YOU DO DEEP WORK MORE
EFFECTIVELY?

 



UNDERSTAND
If you want to implement deep
work into your life...

HOW YOU WORK



According to
Newport, there are
four scheduling
philosophies:

Choose the scheduling
philosophy that fits

best with the way you
work and live.



Focus almost all of your time
on deep work, such as high-
leverage activities. As such,
you eliminate all other
distractions, like social
media.

Monastic

Split your daily schedule
between deep and shallow
work, like doing your deep
work in the morning and
saving shallow work for late
afternoons or evenings.

Rhythmic
Fit deep work in when you
have availability in your
schedule. Example: When a
meeting gets canceled — you
could now slot that time for
your deep work. 
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Divide your time between deep
work and shallow work on a
weekly, monthly, or annual basis.
For one week, tackle high-
leverage activities; next week,
devote time to checking emails.

Bimodal
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NEWPORT ENCOURAGES
YOU TO EMPLOY THE 4
DISCIPLINES OF
EXECUTION

This framework can help individuals
work on what matters most.

PRIORITIZE USING
THE 4DX
FRAMEWORK



Two metrics are used when measuringyour success: lag and leadmeasures. Lag measures are your
output, such as how many blog posts
you wrote today. Lead measure is
the time spent engaged in a stateof deep work, making progresstoward your most important goals.

ACT ON THE LEADMEASURES

This is a
 limited 

number of

critical 
and essen

tial goal
s

that your
 Deep Wor

k hours s
hould

be reserv
ed for.

FOCUS ON
 THE WIL

DLY

IMPORTAN
T



Hold yourself accountable bycommitting to daily or weeklyreviews to see what you’veaccomplished. You can also use thisinformation to plan for thefollowing week.

CREATE A CADENCE OFACCOUNTABILITY

Have a vi
sible tra

cking sys
tem,

such as S
einfeld’s

 “Don’t b
reak

the chain
” product

ivity sec
ret.

KEEP A C
OMPELLIN

G

SCOREBOA
RD



WWW.LIFEHACK.ORG/849518/DEEP-WORK-RULES

Check Out the Full Article on LifeHack

WWW.WORKMONGER.COM/BLOG

To Find More Career Tips for Education Professionals


